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Introduction to Cloud Security
Operations
Defining Cloud Security Operations

Cloud Security Operations focus on the design, implementation, and

consistent improvement of IT security for cloud environments.

Two key principles guide operations

Alignment with business objectives or mission.

Preservation of data and system confidentiality, integrity, and availability.



ITSM Frameworks for Cloud Security
Operational Control Standards

1 ITSM frameworks provide consistent methods for IT operations, integrating

security risk management.

2 Two key frameworks: ISO 20000-1 (IT service quality) and ITIL

(comprehensive IT service practices).

3 Importance of deep user-needs understanding and iterative feedback for

continuous service improvement.



Change Management for Cloud
Operations
Change Management Procedures

Change management ensures effective operation during IT environment

changes.

Steps include

Change request initiation and detail capture (purpose, owner, resources,

impacts).

Review by a change board assessing business value, risks, and rollback

plans.

Execution of approved changes with concurrent security considerations

like security testing and acquisition management.



Standards in Change and Continuity
Standards for Consistency and Availability

Standards guide consistent and dependable IT service delivery

ISO 20000-1 and ITIL for process-driven IT services.

Change categorization: low-risk (pre-authorized), normal, and emergency

changes.

Automating management in CI/CD environments.



Continuity Management in the Cloud
Maintaining Cloud Service Continuity

1 Continuity focuses on the CIA triad's availability component.

2 Crucial steps include

Identifying critical functions and resources via Business Impact

Assessment (BIA).

Prioritization of critical process recovery.

Planning utilizing cloud features for backup and redundancy.

Documenting continuity plans and alternatives for high-stress

situations.



Information Security Management
Systems (ISMS)
Structuring ISMS for Cloud

Goal: Create comprehensive organizational approaches managing information

security risks.

Frameworks like ISO 27000 series, NIST RMF, and AICPA SOC 2 provide

guidance on security control implementation and ISMS operations.

Special extensions for cloud risks: ISO 27017, ISO 27018, and ISO 27701.



Service Level and Availability
Management
Service Performance Metrics and Obligations

Service Level Management

involves defining, measuring, and

correcting service delivery issues.

SLAs document measurable

outcomes, performance metrics,

and penalties for non-compliance.

Availability Management ensures

users have reliable access to

services.

Tools like virtualization offer high

availability options integral to cloud

services.



Capacity, Support, and Forensics in
Cloud Operations
Operational Support and Legal Compliance

1 Capacity Management: Predict and measure service provisioning to meet

demands within SLA constraints.

2 Digital Forensics: Techniques to collect, examine, and interpret digital data,

incorporating standards like ISO 27050 and CSA Security Guidance Domain

3.



Incident Detection and Response in the
Cloud
Cloud-Specific Incident Management Tactics

Incident Response Plan defines structure and response processes for security

events.

The plan includes preparation, detection, response, and post-incident

analysis, with cloud-specific considerations.

The necessity of coordination with CSPs during incidents for effective

management, recovery, and communication.

Encouraging partnerships and maintaining compliance with regulators is

crucial for well-rounded incident management.



Conclusion and Best Practices
Best Practices for Cloud Security Operations

Emphasis on continuous monitoring and real-time risk awareness.

SIEM tools centralize, normalize, correlate, and alert on security log data.

Proper log management ensures high integrity and restricted access to

sensitive data.

Adhering to the shared responsibility model clarifies roles in CSPs and

consumers for incident management.

Continuous improvement and adherence to security standards like ISO 27035

ensure optimal cloud security operations.
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